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“ Raise your words, not voice. It is rain that grows flowers, not thunder. ” ― Rumi
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Purity (Cursed #3)



by
Claire Farrell



2013·






·4.04·707 Ratings


Perdita’s life has gone back to normal in all of the worst ways, while Nathan doesn’t even recognise himself anymore. Still, they’re both trying to make do the best way they know how.But when they finally catch sight of that flicker of light at the
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Taste (Ava Delaney, #5)



by
Claire Farrell



2013·






·4.29·711 Ratings


Someone is hunting down the people she's promised to protect, but Ava's taste for battle is slowly disappearing. She's losing the people in her life, one by one, and without them, her inner light can only weaken. But the British Vampire Association has de
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Tainted (Ava Delaney: Lost Souls #1)



by
Claire Farrell



2014·






·4.37·110 Ratings


~Best read after the original Ava Delaney series~The backdrop may be grim, but Dublin city has become the centre of change. And as the humans and supernaturals figure out how to live in each other’s worlds, the person who forced that change has quietly
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Usurper (Chaos #4)



by
Claire Farrell



2014·






·4.36·139 Ratings


It’s been a year since Cara returned to the human realm with her daughter, and the fae have come knocking again. The game of kings is still being played, power is the ultimate prize, and Scarlet is an asset every court wishes to acquire.As Sadler’s ne
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Stake You (Stake You #1)



by
Claire Farrell



2012·







·3.8·300 Ratings


Devlin O’Mara has spent a long time cultivating her reputation as a scary bitch, and nothing’s going to change that. Not cheating boyfriends, annoying ex-crushes, or even a cheesy new kid who looks like he could have walked straight out of a young adu
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Darlings of Urban Fantasy



by
Chrissy Peebles
· Kaitlyn Davis
· W.J. May
· Claire Farrell
· Kasi Blake
· Dale Mayer
· Holly Hook
· Suzy Turner
· C.M. Doporto
· K.C. Blake
· Tiffany Evans



2013·







·3.91·289 Ratings


9 thrilling novels in one volume.9 sexy heroes.9 strong heroines.Contains:Book 1 – Bait (An Order of the Spirit Realm Novel) by K.C. BlakeBook 2 – Ignite (Midnight Fire Series Book One) By Kaitlyn DavisBook 3 – Element, Part 1 (The Natalie Vega Saga
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Clarity (Cursed, #2)



by
Claire Farrell



2012·







·3.99·1,446 Ratings


Perdita’s still dealing with the consequences of her actions when her enemies change their targets with no warning, but it’s the unexpected betrayal of those closest to her that hurts the most. When her world shifts beneath her, Perdy has to figure ou
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Awakening: Ava Delaney Vol. 1 (Ava Delaney, #1-3)



by
Claire Farrell



2012·






·4.35·127 Ratings


Awakening - Volume 1 contains the first three stories in the Ava Delaney series so far. Thirst:Ava Delaney calls herself a hybrid - a living, breathing human who happens to have vampire poison running through her veins. The only thing greater than her thi
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Taken (Ava Delaney #4)



by
Claire Farrell



2012·






·4.22·747 Ratings


It’s been months since Ava fooled the British vampires and dealt with Becca for good, but although life has been easier, it’s not without its problems. Her deal with the twins is physically harming her, Peter’s grasp on his sanity is tentative to sa
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Adversity (Cursed, #2.5)



by
Claire Farrell



2012·







·3.82·530 Ratings


Kali is the seventh of seventh, both blessed and cursed. With a father willing to sell her, and a life already mapped out for her, she’s desperate for an escape. But her way out can only come from the most unavailable person she knows, and stealing happ
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Un langage clair, ça simplifie la vie


 106 Pages·2002·990 KB·French·New! 



un véritable rapport avec lui. Le lexique a été conçu pour  Un langage clair, ça simplifie la vie Un  ...
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Clair de lune : Clair de lune - Un coup d'Etat - Le loup - L'enfant - Conte de Noël - La reine  ...
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ESL Teacher's Activities Kit (by Elizabeth Claire)


 283 Pages·2006·5.62 MB 



ESL Teacher's Activities Kit (by Elizabeth Claire) ESL Teacher's Activities Kit (by Elizabeth  ...
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Christopher Farrell - Day Trade Online (2nd Ed.). - Trading Software


 213 Pages·2008·2.29 MB 



day trade online. Second Edition. CHRISTOPHER A. FARRELL. John Wiley &
Sons, Inc. itable short  ...
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Tome 3 Cinquante Nuances plus claires EL James.pdf


 1,986 Pages·2014·3.03 MB·French 



version en feuilleton de cette histoire, avec d'autres. Tome 3 Cinquante Nuances plus claires EL  ...
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Lexique administratif : Un langage clair, ca simplifie la vie ! Comite dorientation pour la  ...
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Whispering in the Wind (John Grinder & Carmen Bostic St Clair).
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Bostic St Clair).  ...
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Claire Shaeffer's Fabric Sewing Guide


 530 Pages·2011·15.94 MB·New! 



Claire Shaeffer's Fabric Sewing Guide is your one-stop sewing resource, with answers to the most  ...
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by  Farrell, Joseph P.  ...
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The Outlandish Companion: In which much is revealed regarding Claire and Jamie Fraser, their lives and times, antecedents, adventures, companions, and progeny, with learned commentary (and many footnotes) by their humble creator 


 969 Pages·1999·13.5 MB·New! 



Claire Randall accidentally steps through a magical stone that transports her back in time more than 200  ...
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